Abstract. The heart sound signal is a reflection of heart and vascular system motion. Long-term continuous electrocardiogram (ECG) contains important information which can be helpful to prevent heart failure. A single piece of a long-term ECG recording usually consists of more than one hundred thousand data points in length, making it difficult to derive hidden features that may be reflected through dynamic ECG monitoring, which is also very time-consuming to analyze. In this paper, a Dynamic Time Warping based on MapReduce (MRDTW) is proposed to make prognoses of possible lesions in patients. Through comparison of a real-time ECG of a patient with the reference sets of normal and problematic cardiac waveforms, the experimental results reveal that our approach not only retains high accuracy, but also greatly improves the efficiency of the similarity measure in dynamic ECG series.
Introduction
Dynamic Electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring, also known as Holter ECG [1] is used to detect hidden but vital changes in the heart sound such as transient ischemic episodes, cardiac arrhythmias, and for arrhythmic risk assessment of patients [2] . A typical ECG signal frame is shown in Figure 1 . Holter ECG recording typically lasts for 24 hours, to investigate unusual causes of heart failure and associated symptoms (e.g., cardiorespiratory abnormality) through a cumulative recording of daily cardiac motions. A single piece of the Holter ECG recording is composed of more than 100,000 data points; analyzing dynamic ECG data is extremely time-consuming, increasing time spent on diagnosis, even the analysis is computer-aided. Many algorithms have been developed to detect, classify and automatically analyze electrical cardiac complexes, such as wavelet decomposition [3, 4] and radial basis function (RBF) modeling [5] . AXWRPDWLF FODVVL¿FDWLRQ PHWKRGV are applied to the Holter ECG signal analysis for labeling of cardiac waveform features (e.g., neural networks) [6] , Hidden Markov Models [7] and Support Vector Machines [8] . In order to achieve high recognition accuracy, many methods focus on exact temporal and amplitude features from the QRST wave [9] .
For the quasiperiodic nature of ECG series, most algorithms split the long-term ECG series into thousands of segments in which an individual segment contains a complete period of a heartbeat with the QRS complex or the RR interval (an ECG signal from one R peak to the next). Accordingly, the segmented series will be individually compared and analyzed, somewhat reducing the computational complexity. However, the series segmentation is likely to result in faulty feature detections due to regular division of the waveforms which may contain irregular, periodic pulses. On the contrary, the global trend feature of a long-term ECG series that may be critical to cardiac malfunction prevention will become invisible if the ECG series are segmented, whereas comparing the global long-term ECG series without segmentation can help reduce the accumulated faulty analysis and find useful hidden medical diagnoses over time. For example, in the satellite fault diagnosis, a long-term series is analyzed using the classification algorithm, and the nominal data is classified into clusters representing different modes of the system. Whether an anomaly occurred is determined by measuring the similarity in the new series from sensors and the enrolled template [10] . This method can also be applied to ECG signal analysis. In this paper, a highly efficient similarity comparison method, Dynamic Time Warping based on MapReduce (MRDTW), is proposed for analysis of long-term ECG series of more than 100,000 points. The feasibility of making prognoses for the possible cardiopathy of patients will be investigated by comparing the real time ECG of a patient with the enrolled templates, including both nominal and diseased series.
Related works
Due to the non-stationary feature of an ECG series, the Euclidean distance is not suitable for comparing the similarity of two ECG series. In fact, heartbeat variation can produce nonlinear time fluctuation of ECG series; because the Euclidean distance is very sensitive to small distortions in the time axis, it may fail to produce an intuitively correct measure of similarity between two series. In order to eliminate this fluctuation, time normalization is frequently employed in ECG classification. Dynamic time warping (DTW), which has been used successfully in speech recognition [11] , is a patternmatching algorithm with a nonlinear time-normalization effect. The DTW was utilized to obtain a template from the left ventricular volume ECG signal by Caiani et al. [12] , and was also used to track the diastasis onset and offset on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Hu et al. proposed a new method of processing a noisy ECG signal contaminated by electromyogram, which depends on the derivation of a subspace filter. In this method, the alignment of ECG cycles of different length can also be accomplished by DTW [13] . By combining pattern matching with the DTW, Syeda-Mahmood et al. developed a method of capturing the perceptual pattern similarity of ECG waveforms. Cardiovascular diseases based on pattern matching can be analyzed from the results associated with ECG pattern similarity [14] .
A major disadvantage of using DTW to analyze ECG time series is that due to the quadratic O( 2 N ) time and space complexities, it is difficult for DTW to measure similarity in large series with more than one thousand data points. For example, Chadwick et al. found that due to time constraints, DTW did not perform well for large series [15] .
Likewise, Bemdt and Clifford realized that the performance of DTW is seriously constrained when anaylizing large databases [16] , and it has been determined insufficient for scaling DTW methods to process massive databases [17] . To reduce the computational complexity, many improved algorithms have been proposed for DTW searching in large databases, such as the Piecewise Dynamic Time Warping (PDTW) [18] , Iterative Deepening Dynamic Time Warping (IDDTW) [19] and Segmented Dynamic Time Warping (SDTW) [20] , which functions as approximate search technology. The main limitation of the approximate search is that it is not guaranteed to find the optimal solution [21] . MapReduce proposed by Google is a parallel programming model for processing massive data sets with a distributed algorithm in a cluster [22] . Many applications benefit from MapReduce, such as Hadoop [23] which is a distributed system infrastructure, and MongoDB [24] which is a database based on a distributed file storage. Accordingly, incorporating MapReduce with DTW will present a novel way to improve the efficiency and accuracy of similarity comparison.
The similarity measure of ECG series
In this section, the preliminary concepts of experimental data and test conditions will be defined for a record of a Holter register, which is typically composed of more than 1,000,000 data points. After de-noising and normalization for ECG, if two ECG series are similar, it is believed that the two ECG have the same syndrome at one time.
Dynamic time warping (DTW)
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was first introduced by Bemdt and Clifford to analyze the time series. For thoroughness, the classic DTW algorithm is reviewed here.
Consider two ECG series Q and C, of length n and m respectively, where:
First, an n-by-m distance similarity matrix is constructed, where the (݅ ୲୦ , ݆ ୲୦ ) element of the matrix forms the distance vector d(‫ݍ‬ ,ܿ ) between the two points ‫ݍ‬ and ܿ (Manhattan Distance is used here, so d(‫ݍ‬ ,ܿ ‫ݍ|=)‬ െ ܿ |). Each matrix element (i, j) corresponds to the alignment between points ‫ݍ‬ and ܿ ., as illustrated in Figure 2 . A warping path must match the constraints of boundary conditions, continuity, and monotonicity. There are a significant number of potential warping paths that can meet the above conditions; however, the path which has the minimum warping cost is measured as:
The parameter K in Eq. (2) is used to reduce the effect caused by warping paths with different lengths. The cumulative distance ɀ(i, j) must be defined before searching the optimum warping path. ɀ(i, j) is defined using the distance d(i, j) which can be determined by the current cell and the minimum of the cumulative distances of the adjacent elements. In order to find the warping path more efficiently, dynamic programming is used to compare ɀ(i, j) recursively.
The similarity comparison for clinical decision making
To develop clinical prognoses of heart diseases, the test ECG series are usually compared with many or all biometric templates stored in the database; that is to say that a patient's condition can be predicted by comparing the similarity of ECG series. It is important to obtain the compared results very quickly in order to make a good clinical decision for the patient, especially those who are critically ill. Using the DTW to compare the similarity of biometric series, a threshold denoted as ɂ is set to distinguish whether the test series belongs to the same classification. The DTW distances between the test series and all enrolled templates are calculated. If the lowest distance is higher than the threshold ɂ, then the test series is not considered similar to all the templates. If the lowest distance is smaller than the threshold ɂ, then the test series and the enrolled template with the lowest DTW distance are considered to be a match, meaning that the enrolled template of longer length can be used to predict the subsequent trend of the test series with shorter length. This process is illustrated in Figure 3 . 
Optimization of DTW in parallel

Segmentation of ECG series
Theoretically, the brute-force search method can be adopted to find the paths which meet the constraints mentioned above. It could, however, lead to complete exhaustion that is impractical in ECG series; therefore, one of the ECG series C is segmented. The segmented sub-sequences are given as: ܵ ଵ , ܵ ଶ , … ܵ . Each sub-sequence is located on different nodes from a distributed cluster, allowing the use of the parallel mechanism to improve the DTW algorithm. The ECG series Q is not segmented, and is distributed on every node.
In this paper, an adaptive segment algorithm to recognize the periodic feature is proposed to split the ECG series [18] , an important aspect for analyzing time series with a setperiod, such as a long-term ECG series. The sub-sequences obtained by the segment algorithm retain most of the original ECG series modes, and each sub-sequence is relatively independent. Comparing the similarity between subsequences ܵ and Q with the DTW method, the final results will be integrated to reflect the similarity between C and Q.
A numerical example of parallel DTW
Consider an example to illustrate the principal operations of parallel comparison. The series: C={71, 73,75,80,80,80,78,76,75}, Q={69,69,73,75,79,80,79,78,76} . First, the distance matrix D is computed (using Manhattan Distance), results shown in Figure 4 (a). Using Formula (3) to compute the cumulated distance ɀ(݅, ݆) of matrix D, the obtained warping path W is shown in Figure  4 (b): {(1,1), (1,2), (2,3), (3, 4) , (4, 5) , (5,6), (6,7), (7, 8) , (8, 9) , (9,9)} . Before the parallelization of DTW, the series C is grouped as three subsequences: ܵ ଵ = {71,73,75} , ܵ ଶ = {80,80,80} , ܵ ଷ = {78,76,75}. ܵ ଵ and ܵ ଶ respectively represent the mode of rising and invariant, and ܵ ଷ represents the mode of descending. Each sub-sequence represents a mode of original sequence. Supposing that there are three nodes--Node 1, Node 2, Node 3--in a cluster, the sub-sequences, ܵ ଵ , ܵ ଶ , ܵ ଷ , are located on the three nodes respectively, and series Q is located on every node. The process of parallelization is, in fact, comparing the similarity of ܵ ଵ and Q, ܵ ଶ and Q, ܵ ଷ and Q simultaneously. The result of parallel DTW is shown in Figure 4 (c).
On Node 1, because the first point of warping path at (1,1), is fixed due to the boundary conditions, the path marked with red numbers is the shortest, ܹ ଵ ={ (1,1), (1,2), (2,3), (3,4) }. On Node 3, because 3 S is the last sub-sequence, according to the boundary conditions of DTW, the last point of the warping path is (n,m); in this this example, 3 W = { (7, 8) , (8, 9) ,(9,9)}. On Node 2, the choice of the path is complicated, as the first and the last point are both uncertain. All possible paths of Node 2 are given as shown in Figure 4 
Pruning of the warping path
As illustrated in the above section, there are several possible paths in the middle nodes. The selection of the optimal path will be generated by pruning the possible warping paths. To achieve the goal, the following conditions are defined:
Definition 5. Flexibility: the flexibility F of a warping path is defined as:
In the process of an optimum warping path search, a threshold H must be determined. The condition F H t suggests that the model of the two time series cannot be a dynamic warping match. In this paper, the H is set to K. (4, 5) , and the last point of the path ܹ ଷ must be (6, 7) or (6, 8) . Therefore it is demonstrated that only the path {(4,5), (5,6), (6,7)} satisfies the continuity, and ܹ ଶ ={(4,5), (5,6), (6,7)} is the optimal path. Combining the paths ܹ ଵ ,ܹ ଶ and ܹ ଷ , the final warping path is obtained as W = {(1,1), (1, 2) , (2, 3) , (3, 4) , (4, 5) , (5, 6) , (6, 7) , (7, 8) , (8, 9) , (9, 9) }. This result is the same as that derived by a standard DTW method.
Algorithm implementation of MRDTW
The algorithm implementation of parallel DTW is based on the MapReduce technique (MRDTW) which is an excellent framework for massive data processing. A more detailed description of the MapReduce method can be found in [22] . The realization of the Map function used in the proposed parallel DTW can be accomplished by the following procedures: comparing the similarities of the ECG sub-sequence with another ECG series in parallel on each distributed node, and obtaining the possible warping paths respectively. The path of the first and the last sub-sequences can be determined immediately; the other is pruned by setting flexibility and slope constraints.
The implementation of the Reduce function is the merging ofthe end-to-end warping paths according to the principle of continuity, which satisfies ݅ ௦ െ ݅ ௦ିଵ 1 and ݆ ௦ െ ݆ ௦ିଵ 1. After calculating the total length of the warping path, the path with the minimum length is the solution.
Experimental results
Efficiency of MRDTW to analyze ECG series
The test data chosen to evaluate the efficiency of MRDTW is the ECG data in the Physionet MIT-BIH Long-Term database which contains six two-channel ECG signals sampled at 128 Hz per channel, and one three-channel ECG sampled at 128 Hz per channel. The duration of the seven recordings varies from 14 to 24 hours each, involving more than 100,000 data points in this experiment.
The standard DTW algorithm and Euclidean distance are selected as the comparative methods. The MRDTW algorithm will be tested with the node numbers 5 and 10. The lengths of the ECG series vary from 100 to 160,000. The MRDTW algorithm was significantly faster than the standard DTW algorithm with the larger ECG series; MRDTW is approximately 230-390 times faster than standard DTW when the ECG series have lengths of 160,000 points (and the node numbers are set as 5 and 10 respectively). A sample of the MRDTW algorithm performance is reflected in Table 1 .
From Table 1 , it can be concluded that Euclidean distance is more efficient than DTW in simple calculation. With the time consumed for the allocation of the map tasks in the cluster, MRDTW is slower than DTW and Euclidean distance when the length of the ECG series is less than 1,000. However, MRDTW is suitable for analyzing ECG series with rapid increase in the length of ECG series and a gentle growth in time consumption. Additionally, with an increasing number of nodes, the efficiency of the MRDTW algorithm can be further improved. The compared results are illustrated in Figure 5 . Note that Figure 5 (a) is scaled linearly, but the y-axis of Figure 5 (b) has log-log scaling for convenience of illustration. 
Accuracy of MRDTW in classification of ECG series
The accuracy of the MRDTW algorithm can be measured by the classification of ECG data. Three classes of data from the MIT-BIH ECG database are selected as experimental data: Arrhythmia ECG, Atrial Fibrillation ECG and Normal Sinus Rhythm ECG. The numbers of ECG series belong to the three classes as shown in Table 2 . The length of each series is approximately 7,600 data points.
The PDTW [18] , an excellent similarity measure method, is selected to test in comparison to MRDTW. From the results shown in Figure 6 , the classified accuracy of MRDTW is higher than PDTW with the node set as 5. In each class, PDTW misclassifies more series than MRDTW. Although the PDTW makes the calculation more easily, it only uses the approximation piecewise to represent the original series; much information about the ECG series is ignored, which will reduce the classified accuracy of PDTW. For ECG series, the parallel mechanism of MRDTW is very useful to measure the similarity, and is highly accurate in classification.
The accuracy of prediction for clinical decision making
Section 3.2 introduced the idea of using similarity comparison to aid clinical decision-making. By comparing the similarity between test ECG and template ECG, the former can be simulated by the latter with longer length. In this experiment, the prediction accuracy for clinical decision-making is tested. The MIT-BIH ECG series mentioned above are used as the test data; prediction results are as shown in Figure 7 . Images (a), (b), and (c) illustrate the real ECG series, and images (d), (e), and (f) represent the same series with prediction results marked in red lines, according to the similarity comparison using MRDTW. Results demonstrate that the prediction results are similar to the real ECG series, increasing the the number of templates and positively influencing clinical decision-making.
The accuracy of MRDTW prediction is further tested using different numbers of nodes. An evaluation index is assigned to measure the accuracy of prediction: the Mean Distance Difference (MDD), the real ECG series represented by C, and the prediction series represented by Q. The formula of MDD is as follows: Table 2 Heartbeat classes with the number of series 
With a threshold ߠ, if the MDD<ߠ, the prediction result of the ECG series is considered to be acceptable. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the predictions, 250 ECG templates are selected, with the experimental results shown in Figure 8 .
From the experimental results, it can be concluded that the accuracy of MRDTW for ECG prediction is altered by the number of nodes (n). With an increase in n, the accuracy declines; the middle results become larger with an increase in n, making the choice of optimal path more difficult. This will also occur with increased length of the ECG series. Still, the experimental results are inspiring: when n=4, the percentage of acceptable prediction is above 90%.
Conclusions
In this paper, a parallel scheme of similarity for ECG is proposed. Unlike the previous methods which focus on the segmentation of ECG, the MRDTW searches the entire ECG series to find similarity that identifies potential disease. Experimental results show that MRDTW is considerably suitable for analysis of ECG series. With increasing length of ECG series, the execution times of most of the algorithms rise exponentially; MRDTW presents a linear growth and retains a high accuracy compared to other methods. 
